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SLM surfaces [16]–[18]. Furthermore, another study discussed
the effect of EP on an internal SLM surface [9]. However, the
influence of different EP process parameters and process types
on internal geometries and different SLM surface orientations
have been investigated very rarely [9].
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of direct
current EP (DC), pulse/pulse reverse current EP (PPR) and
pulsed current EP (PC) on a complex test sample to develop
design constraints for EP. A SLM test sample (316L) is
designed incorporating common design elements such as
surfaces with various orientations, channels with various
diameters and orientations, and a lattice structure. The test
sample is then EP with different types and process parameters,
based on state of the art EP methods. Subsequently, the
arithmetic mean height of the surface roughness Sa is analyzed.
Finally, the research findings on the process parameters and
design elements are summarized.
2. Methods
For the investigation of the EP process on complex internal
and external surfaces a test sample was designed (Fig. 1).
Channels with different orientations and diameters were
implemented as well as a lattice structure. Furthermore, a
cavity was added to the vertical channels. The measurement
points (MP) for the internal and external measurements are also
displayed in Fig. 1. For the evaluation of the external effect, a
side surface, an inclined top surface (45°), a top surface and an
inclined bottom surface (-45°) were analyzed. For the
evaluation of the internal surfaces the test samples were milled
and wire cut in several regions. The inside surface topology
was analyzed in the cavity. The depth of the EP effect was
evaluated in the vertical channels and on the lattice structure.
Since no direct before and after measurement could be done on
the internal surfaces due to limited accessibility before cutting,
the evaluation was performed by comparing the surface
topology.

Fig. 1: (a) Test sample with outside measurement points (MP); (b) Test
sample after milling for measurement inside the cavity; (c) Channels and (d)
lattice structure after wire cutting to determine depth of EP effect

reach a higher material removal rate than DC [19]. PC is
promising to achieve a higher accuracy of workpieces and also
could lead to a higher removal rate compared to DC [20].
Besides the EP process type, two EP parameters were varied,
the average current density (ACD) and the processing time. The
different parameter sets (PS) are summarized in Table 1.

The test samples were produced on a Concept Laser M2
SLM machine out of stainless steel 1.4404. The chemical
composition of the powder was 16.5 – 18.5% chromium, 10 –
13% nickel, 2 – 2.5% molybdenum, trace elements and balance
iron. Regarding the SLM process, the samples were built with
a layer thickness of 50 µm, laser power of 290 W, laser speed
of 1000 mm/s and a hatch spacing of 0.105 mm.
After the production of the test samples, they were EP
without any further post processing. The general setup of the
DC process is shown in Fig. 2. The test samples are immersed
in an electrolyte bath and connected to the positive terminal of
a DC power supply. The negative terminal is connected to two
cathodes which are positioned on opposite sides of the
workpiece. In this study three different EP types are
investigated, DC, PPR and PC. The current waveform for all
processes is displayed in Fig. 3. For PPR the voltage is reversed
in a fixed temporal sequence, leading to anodic and cathodic
pulses on the workpiece. For PC the anodic pulses are separated
by an off-time. Both PPR and PC have shown to lead to better
results compared to DC. PPR is a promising process type to

Fig. 2: Scheme of the direct current electropolishing process

The combinations of the process, ACD and processing time
were chosen so that the total electric charge per area was kept
constant for all PS to ensure comparability, plotted in Fig. 3.
The electric charge was kept constant at 12 kC/dm2. The chosen
maximum ACD was 30 A/dm2, which is a common value and
the maximum output of the test setup. The longer the
processing time the more the surface is improved, however
short process times are important due to economic reasons. All
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pulsed PS were processed with a frequency of 100 Hz. A
sulfuric and phosphoric based electrolyte was chosen and kept
at a constant temperature of 353±2 K.
Table 1. Experimental plan
Process
name

Process
type

ACD
[A/dm2]

Processing
time [s]

Charge
[kC/dm2]

DC 1 20,600

DC

20

600

12

DC 2 30, 400

DC

30

400

12

PPR 1 20, 600

PPR

20

600

12

PPR 2 30, 400

PPR

30

400

12

PC 1 20,1200

PC

20

1200

12

PC 2 10, 2400

PC

10

2400

12

3

effect. The intensity of the shiny luster is especially important
for medical devices [16].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. External surfaces
The measured Sa values before and after EP are plotted in
Fig. 4 for the four analyzed surface orientations and the
different PS. Fig. 5 shows the percentage Sa reduction for the
measured Sa values. To understand the effect of EP both Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 have to be considered. All six PS lead to an overall
improvement of the Sa value averaged over all surface
orientations, ranging from 6% for PPR 1 20, 600 to 31% for DC
2 30, 400 (Fig. 5).
Tendencies on the influence of the surface orientations with
respect to the build direction can be observed. Side surfaces
have the lowest Sa value before EP and are improved
consistently by all processes, averaging 26% over all processes.
The inclined bottom surfaces show the highest roughness
before EP and the largest average reduction (28%). Inclined top
and top surfaces have a roughness in between the before
mentioned before EP, which is significantly reduced on the
inclined top surfaces (23%), whereas the top surfaces are
improved least of all surface orientations (10%) (Fig. 4 and Fig.
5).
Several PS can be compared directly to gather insights on
individual process characteristics. To analyze the influence of
the ACD and the processing time, the two PS are compared for
different types of EP. Both DC PS lead to similar
improvements with a slightly larger improvement using DC 2
30, 400 which uses a larger ACD. The processes PPR and PC
show much clearer tendencies. For both process types, the PS
with the larger ACD leads to significantly better results which
shows the large influence of the ACD on the EP results. The
processes DC and PPR can be analyzed by comparing DC 1 20,
600 with PPR 1 20, 600 and DC 2 30, 400 with PPR 2 30, 400. This
comparison shows that using an ACD of 20 A/dm2 is much

Fig. 3: Generalized waveform of DC, PPR and PC electropolishing

The roughness was measured using a Keyence 3D laser
scanning confocal microscope. The measurements were done
according to the surface properties standard ISO25718. A
Gaussian filter was applied to the measurements with an 8 µm
low-pass filter and a 2 mm high-pass filter. Furthermore, the
end effect correction was enabled. Within this study, the
surface was evaluated according to two criteria.
First, the outside roughness was characterized by the
arithmetic mean height (Sa). The initial roughness was then
compared with the roughness after EP. For the internal
surfaces, no initial reference roughness is known to quantify
the improvement of the roughness after EP. Consequently, to
measure the depth of the EP treatment, the surface is evaluated
according to the shiny luster, which is an indicator of the EP

Fig. 4: Measured Sa values on four surface orientations before and after
electropolishing for the different parameter sets
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particles. Since the comparable DC and PPR PS result in
different surface topologies, it seems that PPR does not lead to
the typical reflective EP surface appearance with parameters,
which achieve this surface finish during DC. Furthermore, the
comparison of the two PC PS shows that the ACD is too small
on PC 2 10, 2400 to achieve a reflective surface after EP.

Fig. 5: Percentage Sa reduction from before to after electropolishing on four
surface orientations with indicated average over all surfaces (line plot)

more effective with DC than PPR. With 30 A/dm2 the results
are similar with a slight advantage using DC. It seems that
when using PPR a certain ACD is required to achieve a
significant reduction whereas the influence of the ACD on DC
is much smaller. The influence of the off-time can be
investigated when comparing DC 1 20, 600 and PC 1 20, 1200. Both
processes lead to similar results. Therefore the off-time seems
to have a negligible influence (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
3.2. External surface topology

The comparison of the surface topology and the Sa results
shows that a reflective surface finish and a reduction of the Sa
value are not necessarily coupled. The appearance of a
reflective surface can be explained by having a look at Fig. 7.
Here the surface topology of the side-skin surface of the
samples EP with DC 1 20, 600 and PPR 1 20, 600 are compared
before and after EP. Both samples were EP with an ACD of 20
A/mm2 for 600 s. DC 1 20, 600 led to a reduction of Sa of 16%
and a reflective surface whereas PPR 1 20, 600 led to a reduction
of 23% and a matt surface. Comparing both topologies shows
that on the DC 1 20, 600 sample the small-amplitude highfrequency roughness is removed whereas the PPR 1 20, 600
sample does not show a significant change. The removal of this
small-amplitude high-frequency wave does not influence the
Sa value but is the reason for the reflective surface topology.
As described in [15], [21], [22] removing the roughness height
smaller than 1 µm leads to a reflective surface. This is due to
the similar range of the topology and the wavelength of visible
light. Thus, by removing this magnitude of SR, the surface
obtains a shiny luster.

Fig. 6 shows the surface topology before and after EP with
the different PS on the side-skin surface. The samples DC 1 20,
600, DC 2 30, 400 and PC 1 20, 1200 show a similar surface topology
after EP. On these surfaces, the sintered particles from the asbuilt surface are removed and a reflective surface with larger
beads can be observed. In contrast, the samples PPR 1 20, 600,
PPR 2 30, 400 and PC 2 10, 2400 have a similar surface topology as
the as-built surfaces, but with a reduced number of sintered

Fig. 7: Side-skin surface topology before and after electropolishing of the
DC 1 20, 600 (top) and PPR 1 20, 600 (bottom) samples

3.3. Internal surfaces

Fig. 6: Comparison of the surface topologies before and after electropolishing
on the side-skin surface for all six parameter sets

Fig. 8 shows the outer side-skin surface of the DC 1 20, 600
sample before and after EP and the internal surface inside the
cavity with the same orientation after EP (Fig. 1b). Here it can
clearly be observed, that the EP effect is not present on the
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Fig. 8: Images of the DC 1 20, 600 sample on the side-skin surface (a) before
electropolishing, (b) after electropolishing and (c) inside the cavity after
electropolishing (Fig. 1b)

internal surface whereas the surface topology is clearly altered
on the outside. This observation was made on all samples inside
the cavities. The only internal surfaces on which an EP effect
could be observed were at the entrance sections of the pipes and
on the lattice structure.

5

results are displayed in Fig. 10. In these images, two distances
are measured. On the one hand, the distance to the last spot,
where a slight EP effect can be observed and on the other hand
the distance until where the typical EP surface topology is
present.
These images show that all three processes reach a similar
depth regarding a slight EP effect, with a slightly higher value
for the DC PS than for PC 1 20, 1200. This corresponds to the
observations made in the channels (Fig. 9). The depth of the EP
surface topology shows much larger differences between the
processes. Here DC 1 20, 600 has the largest effect on the lattice
structure, followed by DC 2 30, 400 and PC 1 20, 1200. The EP effect
on the lattice structure is not homogenous over all edges of the
lattice structure. Both DC PS show an effect on all sides of the
structure whereas PC 1 20, 1200 mainly affects the bottom and
right edge of the structure.

Due to this fact, the depth of the EP effect in these regions
is analyzed. The length of the observable EP effect is measured
on the channels with diameters of 1, 3 and 5 mm (Fig. 1c).
Since the EP effect can only be observed on the samples DC 1
20, 600, DC 2 30, 400 and PC 1 20, 1200 only these processes can be
analyzed. Fig. 9 shows the results of the depth measurement.
For all processes, the EP depth increased significantly with
increasing channel diameter. Both DC PS showed slightly
larger depths than PC 1 20, 1200. All samples show the tendency
to a linear dependence of the EP depth and the channel diameter
with a slope close to one, especially for the DC processes.
Fig. 10: Images of the lattice structure of the samples electropolished with (a)
DC 1 20, 600 (b) DC 2 30, 400 (c) PC 1 20, 1200

4. Conclusion
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of different
EP types on a complex test sample. The results lead to the
following conclusions on the process and the design of SLM
parts.

Fig. 9: Depth of the electropolishing effect for different channel diameters
and parameter sets

Furthermore, the EP effect on internal surfaces is analyzed
on the lattice structure. This analysis shows the same
tendencies as in the cavities, that no EP effect can be observed
at the center of the lattice structure for all samples. A partial EP
effect is observed on the same samples as in the evaluation of
the channel depth (DC 1 20, 600, DC 2 30, 400 and PC 1 20, 1200). For
these three samples, the depth of the EP effect is measured from
the bottom right corner diagonally to the middle (Fig. 1d). The

Process:
• All investigated PS lead to an overall improvement of the
Sa value
• For all investigated process types, the PS with the larger
ACD leads to significantly better results which shows the
large influence of the ACD on the EP results
• DC leads to the reflective EP surface appearance, however
PPR does not lead to the reflecting surface appearance
• PC required a level of ACD between 10 A/dm2 and 20
A/dm2
Design of SLM parts:
• The orientation of surfaces has a significant influence on
the reduction of the Sa value, where inclined top surfaces
are improved the most (28%) and top surfaces the least
(10%)

Julian Ferchow et al. / Procedia CIRP 91 (2020) 472–477
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• The internal surfaces on which an EP effect could be
observed were at the entrance sections of the pipes and on
the lattice structure with a maximum depth of 5 mm
• For all three evaluated PS, the EP depth increased
approximately linearly with increasing channel diameter
• The effect on the lattice structures varies with DC 1 20, 600
having the largest effect, followed by DC 2 30, 400 and PC 1

[9]

20, 1200

Further studies should focus on improving the depth of the
EP effect by investigating the influence of the cathode
placement. Another possibility is to design custom cathode
geometries to enhance the effect on the given SLM geometry.
Additionally, the EP parameters should be optimized for SLM
parts to further improve the surface quality.

[10]
[11]

[12]
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